Improving reliability in the classification of fractures of the acetabulum.
Plain radiographs of the pelvis are routinely used in the initial assessment of patients with suspected fractures of the acetabulum. It is necessary for orthopaedic resident trainees, emergency physicians as well as orthopaedic surgeons who infrequently treat trauma patients to be able to describe these fracture patterns reliably to traumatologist orthopaedic surgeons who ultimately take over the patient care. Our purpose was two-fold: (1) to determine the reliability of the component parts of the Letournel classification of acetabular fractures involving six anteroposterior (AP) radiographic lines, and (2) to examine whether the addition of oblique radiograph views (Judet views) would improve the reliability. Thirty sets of AP and oblique radiographs (Judet views) of the pelvis were selected from a hospital database to represent various types of acetabular fractures. Six reviewers (three orthopaedic trainees and three community orthopaedic surgeons) independently reviewed the radiographs. For each radiograph, the reviewer classified the acetabular fracture according to the Letournel classification. In addition, each reviewer utilized a simplified classification scheme using six radiographic lines on the AP pelvic radiograph. Interobserver reliabilities among reviewers were reported along with the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and kappa values. Agreement for the Letournel classification increased with increasing physician experience (trainees ICC=-0.14 and community surgeons ICC=0.56). Interobserver reliability between trainees and community surgeons improved when the six radiographic lines were used (range kappa=0.09-0.89). The oblique pelvic radiographs (Judet views) did not significantly improve reliability among physicians. In this study we report the following: (1) the reliability of the Letournel classification improves with level of training, (2) physicians with less experience with acetabular fractures have significantly better agreement in identifying fractures using the six radiographic lines on the AP film than the Letournel classification, and (3) agreement among the reviewers for the AP pelvic radiograph is not improved with additional oblique (Judet) views.